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The Line Shape for Collisionally Broadened Molecular Transitions: A Quantum Theory Satisfying I the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem
I. INTROI)ICTION
The dipole autocorrelation function for spectral line broadening is treated in a quantum theory which rigorously satisfies the fluctuation dissipation theorem 1 ',2 on a microscopic level. The basic approximation in the theory is the binary collision approximation. The two-body interaction is decomposed into a part which commutes with the internal coordinates of both the radiator and the pei'turber, and a part which does not. The theory, as developed, is appropriate for broadening mechanisms for which the non-commuting terms may be treated within the framework of perturbation theory, while the commuting term is to be treated exactly.
The theory gives, at long times, a result for the dipole autocorrelation function consistent with the well-known impact approximation. At short times, an autocorrelation function of Gaussian form, with a renormalization of the initial state occupancy is obtained. It is found that the qualitative features discussed above are unaltered in higher order perturbation theory. The results are consistent with the requirement that all time derivatives of the autocorrelation function at t = 0 exist. sufficientlv far in th, \%ings. Tht, computational procedure for obtaining the spectril line shaipe from the present theory within the framework of the uncoupled line ,ipproximation will be discussed. A more extensive development of the theory has been given by )ivies et al.
I'IIIKOI( 1
The absorption coefficient. i (w) I. for an ensemble of nolecules is given by
341C
where w is tle frequency and \" (w) is the imaginary part of the complex susceptibility. The quantity, \" (w), may be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of an appropriate dipole moment autocorrelation function, 0(t). There are three generally used forms for this description of \' (,0):
(2a)
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where I (kT) -. ihe equivalence of these three expressions is established by satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 1 2 (IDT).
In the frequency domain, the statement of the fluctuation-dissipation theorehl is expressed by
which, in the time domain, implies 
In order to gain insight into the influence of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem on the line shape, it is inst ructive to consider the effect of the failure to satisfy the FDT on the far wing of a spectral line. Consider the impact result for the autocorrelation function, with spectral density 
Ties. three impact line shapes are generally referred to as the Van VleckW\isskopf. the simple Lorentz, and the full Lorentz respectively, although the front dependence on O fiw is often not correctlv given.
If we consider the blue wings for which (i1Sw >>l and w >> w fi, we obtain
• . with Z the partition suz-. we obtain for O(t),
l)ft'inini a time development operator. U(t) through the relation
and .. im ilarlv 1'or comle~tx tinie, t-i iif,
wv obtain
At this stage of the development, we sum over the internal radiator states, designated i and f, suppressing the explicit m dependence for simplicity of presentation. We also make the uncoupled line approximation, although this approximation could be delayed until a later stage, and obtain the result
Here I designates that part of 1I, not dependent on internal radiator coordinates and thus the trace operation is to be taken over the internal perturber states and the translational states.
The binary collision approximation assumes that the correlation function for the system, Cif(t), is expressible as a product of correlation coefficients, c'f(t), which characterize an individual radiator-perturber pair,
where N is the number of perturbers and 
where n is the perturb-r number density and the ratio n PN is associated wilh the nornalization volune.
In thei, lirit of large N we obtain P ('t(I)
[ ctnjP
and on substituting Eq. (1) we t,b .in
1(-i(2:)
The time d(,veopnnt op-r;itor may be wriftn in thle following integral form
thus Cif (t ) becomes It proves convenient to define the operator K f(t),
and similarly the operators K and K i so that C if(t) is expressible as
whet-e we haive supp ressed thle super-script s. This result m~av be conside red rigorous within thle bina ry collision and uncoupled line approximations. 
The time dependence is contained in the function f 00tW 
with Pr denoting the principal value, we can obtain the long time behavior of Kfit).
For the real part we have
and for the imaginary part.
This result for Long times is consistent with the time dependence obtained from other formulations of the impact result from second order perturbation theory; 7 specifically the real part associated with the width varies as itI and the imaginary part associated with the shift varies as t. 
The svmbol 1 denotes the convolution operation. Raving defined the reference function, we now consider the difference, A(t), between the dipole autocorrelation function, 0(t). and the reference function G(t),
This procedure has two purposes: To allow consideration of the results of the current theory on a scale which is manageable, and to facilitate the computation of the lourier transform for the resultant line shape. To illustrate the functional properties of the autovorrelation function, we plot in Figure 3 a typical A(t) calculated froni an approximate 0(t) that has the qualitatively correct time dependence.
For a more complete calculation of o(t) we expect the oscillations to be less pronounced with the conve-rgence to the impact limit (IleA(t)=0) to occur more smoothly and at a, shorter time. The rapid variation at the short time limit is expected to remain, reflecting the collision dynamics on the time scale commensurate with the duration of collision. 
